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GOLD.

Gold is usually found, in grains and lumps, in the sands of
rivers and in drift; also in a gangue of quartz in Talcose slate, as
in the Southern States. Iron pyrites is frequently mistaken for
gold ; we have already mentioned its characters which distinguish it from the precious metal: it hai a black streak and is
hard and brittle. Gold is easily separated from sand by washing.
On account of its great specific gravity it settles to the bottom,
while the earthy particles are poured off.
S0MERsET.—Some years since, President Hitchcock obtained
a few particles of gold from the soil in this town. It has been

32
suggested that the gold had been placed there for purposes of
speculation. On the other hand, it is said that the soil was
covered with grass, which had evidently been undisturbed; and
that the geological formation is similar to that of the gold region
of North Carolina.
A specimen of gold weighing several ounces was lost in Newfane, many years since, by a gang of counterfeiters, when suddeny routed, as is now strpposed by those who are best acquainted with the facts; and having been subsequently found, it has
been quoted as an example of the native gold of Vermont.

excerpt from
Jackson, C.T.
"On a new mine of gold, silver, lead, copper
recently opened at Bridgewater, Vermont"

Boston Society of Natural History
Proceedings, v. 5, p. 62, 1854
July 51/i, 1854.
Dr. C. T. Jackson read an account of a new mine ofGold 1
Silver, Lc'ad, and Copper, recently opened at Bridgewater,
Vermont. The minerals at present known in this mine are
as follows, viz.
Native gold in scales, and small irregular grains, in quartz, in
black blcndc, and in other minerals of the vein; Argentifcrous
Galcna; Black Zinc blcndc; Yellow Copper pyrites; Gubrite or
Zinciferous Spindle L Crystals of quartz in geodes; Brown oxide
of Iron. This mine is about twenty miles from the principal railroads
leading to 13oson and New York, and the produce of it will probably be brought to market by way of Woodstock and Ilartland,
as the country is less mountainous in that direction than towards
Rutland. it is gratifying to find that Vermont may justly rank
among the mincral States. Already extensive and valuable copper mines have been opened in Vershire and Corinth, and there
is reason to believe that many other valuable mines of that metal
will ho opened along the line of the copper bearing rocks which
extend from StrafThrd to Orange in a line a,littIu svcst of north.
excerpt from

Jackson, C.T.
"On the gold region of Vermont"

Boston Society of Natural History
Proceedings, v. 11, p. 243-244, 1867
Dr. C. T. J:teksoi& mentioned that he had recently returnd
from the gold regions of Vermont. The great Appalachian
gold hdt. p:ts.scd through l'lyntoutlt nud Britigewater ; the
t:tico.niieaeeous sl:U es cont.niu gold, both in the slAes thcinselves and in tiLe quart?. veins. The value varied from Thur
tlollar to twelve dollars per toim. lie had obtniued speciZUCUS l wwi ug vilil part kies of gold which he W('UlLl at
some time present to the Museum.
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GOLD.

In many places in the state gold has been found, but nowhere in paying quantities. Most commonly it occurs in the
sand of streams, but in some places, as at Plymouth and Bridgewater, gold bearing rock has been found and mined. So far as
I can ascertain, in all of the localities the cost of getting the
metal has been more than it was worth. There is no probability
that it will ever be otherwise in this state. It is therefore useless to spend time and money in trying to find a fortune in gold
mining in Vermont. Considerable money has been lost because
it was invested in such mining, but I have yet to hear of much
that was made in this way in this state. Occasionally a little
"pay dirt" has been found, but in a short time the promising
mine has been left nuworked.
In 1365 there was, if we may judge by reports, a stir of
excitement over the golden sands of White River near Gaysyule and Bethel, and for a time it really seemed as if something
might conic of it all. So much interest was excited that, first
and last, a considerable sum of money was invested in labor and
machinery. After a short season of apparent prosperity, however, the enterprise was abandoned. Several hundred dollars
worth of gold was obtained from this locality, if reports are
true, and in all quite a little amount must have been taken out
in Plymouth, but it is not possible to get any very definite
statements as to the amount.
What is true of all mining is especially true of gold mining. It is exceedingly uncertain business. If anywhere in
nature lawlessness rules, it is in the arrangement of mineral veins.
They may pass from rich to poor, or wide to narrow, very suddenly and apparently without any reason whatever. About all
that is sure in a vein of ore is that part which is actually in sight.
Hence whoever goes into mining should distinctly understand
that he is engaging in a very risky business, though a perfectly
legitimate business. Much money has been made in mining, but
much has also been lost.

excerpt from

Perkins, G.H., 1900

It is well for those who think that they have found gold
bearing rock to know that locating such ore does not by any
means insure a fortun or any part of it. It is always necessary
to take account of the cost of getting the metal out of the rock or
ore. It is quite possible to find a veiti of gold bearing quartz, for
instance, which is of little or no value to its owner because the
expense of getting the stone out of the ground and then getting
the gold out of the stone would he more than the gold would be
worth. The process of separating gold from quartz is complex
and involves the use of expensive nachinery and nothing of importance can be done with even a rich vein until such machinery
is provided.
Another important fact is that a quartz vein is not always,
nor usually, gold bearing. The world is full of quartz veins and masses-which are quartz and only quartz. These remarks will
undoubtedly seem quite unnecessary to many who may read these
pages, but more than once, indeed not seldom have I found persons in this state trying to start a gold mine with evidently no
conception of what was before them if they carried out their plans
to any completion, the sole foundation for their hopes being that
they had found a mass of quartz that had a little gold in it, or,
even less promising, quartz that looked like that from some western locality in which gold had been found. Much time, labor and money have been wasted from failure to
attend to facts like those noticed above.
In this connection I wish to correct an error which has stood
uncorrected for a long time. In the Vermont Agricultural Report
for 1874, there is an article on Gold Mining in Vermont, in which
it is stated that with the gold taken from an island in White
Rivei there had been found the rare metal iridium. The statement was undoubtedly made in good faith and what were supposed to be specimens of iridium were exhibited.
It seemed, however, so extremely improbable that iridium
has ever been found in Vermont that I have been at some pains
to investigate the above statements and it appears to be certain
that no such metal was ever found in the locality named, or anywhere else in the state, but that those who supposed that they had
found it mistook grains of specular iron or some similar metal
common in the White River sand, for the rare iridiun.
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METALS. The only metalsthat have been mined in Vermont
for many years are gold aind copper. The former metal is found
in small quantities in the quartz rock or sand in many localities
and has first and last been the cause of much trouble and far I
greater financial loss than gain. With the possible exception of i
the Plymouth and Bridgewater regions, concerning which 1 have
not sufficiently definite facts to warrant a sweeping statement,
gold mining in Vermont has never paid. I do not intend to say,
that no one has found gold in any amount, for, as is stated above,
small quantities have been taken out of quartz or washed out of
the sand of one and another stream, but in every case with which
I am acquainted it has cost more to get the gold than it was worth,
often far more.

I

It seems very strange that anyone can be so lacking in foresight
as to expect to make money by mining, whether the mine contains
much or little of the mineral sought and yet there are those who
seem to think that any mine, especially if,it is on their own land,
is necessarily profitable. As a mattei of fact the greater number of mines are not a success. As in the last report I wish
to call attention to the very common occurrence of little particles of
yellow mica in the rocks of the state. In some specimens, these
yellow sparkling bits of mica are easily mistaken for gold and
many are deceived by them.
I do not wish to be understood as asserting that gold mining
cannot, under any conditions, pay in Vermont. I do wish to say
that it is extremely improbable that it ever will and, therefore,
that the utmost caution should be exercised by anyone who
undertakes to start a gold mine, or rather the caution should
come before the undertaking is started. At present, so far as
I have had reports, gold is mined only in Bridgewater though
first and last a good many thousands of dollars have been spent
and lost in mining in different places. In Bulletin 225 U. S. G.
S. Contributionsto Economic Geology, 1903, Mr. G. 0. Smith
has a very interesting summary of the subject of gold mining in
this State from which I have quoted the 1olowing paragraphs.
In the town of Bridgewater gold was discovered fifty years ago,

I

excerpt from

Perkins, G.H., 1904

and within ten years of this discovery at least two quartz mills
were built to treat the ore. The early work was characterized by
extr%vagant expenditure and lack of reliable Statements'. It can
safely be stated, however, that more money was expended in mill
building than was secured from the ore treated. This kind of
work has continued spasmodically, and even to-day the outlay in
development work in progress appears out of proportion to the ore
in sight.
The veins in Bridges ater have at north south trend, and apparently all belong to one general system which extends across the
western l)art of the town. The southernmost productive locality
is on Ottaquechee river immediately west of Bridgewater Corners.
On the Ottaquechee property a small bunch of very rich ore was
uncovered nine years ago, which is reported to have yielded be.
treen eight and nine hundred dollars in gold. Since the discovery of this pocket the property has produced very little and is
not worked at the present time.
Next north on this veined zone is the Taggart vein, on which
work has been done at various times, beginning with 1S59. Ten
tons of ore crushed and amalgamated are reported at one time to
have yielded 374 pennyweights of gold. The Taggart vein is
located on the old i'hompson farm, one mile west of Bridgewater
Center. It has been opened at several points, chiefly in the gulch
of a small stream. These openings were visited at the upper
exposure in the stream bed itself where the quartz vein has a width
varying from eight to eighteen inches. The strike of the vein is
C to io ° east of north and it dips to the east at an angle of 70 0,
being apparently parallel with the schistosiiy of the country rock.
The quartz of this vein is white and barren in general appearance
except for the small stringers of galena which it contains. The
quartz is well cemented to the wall rock and there is no evidence
of fracturing of the vein. Below the stream level at this point
the vein thickens to nearly three feet and here the - ore was taken
out which was reported to yield $32 in gold to the ton. From a
small pile of quartz and galena remaining at the edge of this
opening a sample was taken which was assayed by Dr. Allen in
the Survey laboratoiy with the following results
Assay of a sample of quartz from the Taggart vein.
Gold........................................None.
Silver ........................................ 1.27 ounces
Copper.......................................6.19 petcent
Lead .........................................6.26 per cent
-:

This indicates a value of over $6, but the sample represents the
richer part of a small ore body. The absence, of gold is suggestive in view of the high gold value claimed for this vein.

excerpt from
Perkins, G.H., 1904
Quartz has been mined from other parts of the Taggart vein,
but it is said that whatever value it may have contained was lost
in the process of milling. Four mills were constructed at various
times in this vicinity for the purpose of separating the gold from
the quartz.
Farther north in the same town is the Shatauguay group of
claims. Little could be learned concerning this property, except
that development activity was being confined to mill construction
and road making.
A well equipped quartz mill was being built, but the openings
that will furnish the ore were not shown by the manager of the
property.
In Plymouth, the next town south of Bridgewater, mining
interest extends back over forty-live years. At Plymouth Five
Corners a mill pond was once drained and worked for placer
gold. Sluice boxes and rockers were used and the result is variously
reported at from $9,000 to $13,000. Some recent prospecting
for quartz veins has been done and reports of success given out.
At the localily itself, however, there is little faith in these reported
discoveries. Near Tyson's Furnace in the southern part of Plymonth, the Rook Mining Company conducted operations twenty
years ago on an ambitious scale, but, apparently, with no profit
from the mine." (Bulletin U. S. G. S. 225, pp. S5-SS.)
I have quoted the above at length since it is an account of the
only locality in which there has been even an approach to success
in gold mining, and here taking the entire experience into account,
the cost has without doubt far exceeded the returns.
There can be no doubt that not a little money may be saved for
better uses than paying for holes in the ground if those who have
it to spend will consult competent persons as to the real value of
the rock in which they plan to work. It is plain to anyone who
knows the facts that some of the good people of Vermont have
been greatly cleated by so called assayers.
Several instances of this have come under my own observation,
out the worst case on record is that of a piece of grindstone sent
from the south western part of the State which was reported to
contain $25 gold to the ton. Not a little money has also been paid
to honest assayers to no purpose because the samples contained only
yellow mica, and this could easily have been known at no cost had
the samples been first sent to the State Geologist who is alvay
glad to examine and report upon any samples sent by citizens of
the State and without charge. A full assay cannot be made
without charge as the State does not make provision for this, but
an examination which usually is sufficient to determine whether a
complete assay is worth while is provided for and will always be
made if requested.
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Gou is found in Vermont in many localities, but like the
metals mentioned, it has always cost much more to mine or
collect it than the resulting gold has been worth. There is not
the least probability that gold mining can ever be worth while
here or that money invested in it will ever bring satisfactory
returns. Not as long as iron, but for many years, gold has been
sought in Vermont and found too, but, as I have said, it has cost
far more to find it than it was worth when found.
I suppose more mining of this sort has been done in Plymouth and Bridgewater than anywhere else, though a considerable amount of money and labor has been wasted in numerous
other towns. Gold mining in Bridgewater was begun in 1851
and continued thee and in Plymouth for many years until finally,
the work was abandoned and the mines closed.
In the most prosperous times of these works it is doubtful
if they paid more than expenses. Probably the statement in the
"Geology of Vermont," published in 1861; is quite fair. "To attempt to arrive at accuracy in the amount obtained in all the
'diggings' in town (Plymouth) were a difficult task; but from
reliable sources through which information could be obtained, it
is probable. that between seven and eight thousand dollars were
obtained during the season of 1859. As to the question whether
it was profitable to a majority of those who worked we giye it
as our opinion that not one in ten who have engaged in gold
washing in that town has realized as much from it as he would
have done by working on a farm at ordinary wages * * * * * *
and from the best estimates that we are able to make from the
data in our possession, we are of the opinion that if the whole
amount of gold washed in Plymouth during the year 1859 were
put together and from it deducted the expense of erecting dams,
sluices, water wheels, pumps and other incidental expenses connected with the work, the remainder, if divided would not amount
to fifty cents a day to the hand," page 847.
For most of those who read this Report, much that has been
written above is, I am fully aware, wholly unnecessary, but almost
daily experience has proved that there are many others who may
well think of the statements here made. There seems to be
something about mining that fascinates many sensible persons as
well as many who are not and, apparently, it will be a long time I
before unwise investment of money in some sort of mine has
ceased.
It should be known and remembered that, while in many
cases large sums have been realized from mines, it is nevertheless
true that a very large majority of mines in all parts of the United
States have failed to return anything, or at most have returned
little, for the outlay which has been made upon them. This is
especially true of mines of the metals, but it is to a great extent
also true of all mines. Everywhere, only one mine out of a great
number has ever paid. Anyone who doubts this can look up the
mining statistics for himself.
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GOLD DEPOSITS

Gold is known to be widely distributed in \'ermont, but it is
rarely to be found in sufficient concentration to prove of cornniercial value. The town of Plymouth is exceptional in that it is
the only town in the state in which gold deposits have yielded a
profitable return oil the time and energy expended in working
them. but then only in a few instances. The deposits are of two
types, cjuartz veins and Placers. but only the latter have beer'
worked at a profit.
Gold was first discovered in this district in 1851, in the town
of Bridgewater. by Mathew Kennedy. The exact location of
the discovery vein is unknown, but was about one mile west of
Bridgewater Center (Briggs) in Dailey Hollow and probably at
about the top of the Bethel Schist (see map). The property
later came to be known as the "Taggart vein" and was worked
intermittently for a few years about 1859, but apparently much
more money was exl)ended on metallurgical machinery than was
ever regained in the value of metal extracted. The gold was evidently very unevenly distributed in the vein and, although some
pockets may have been as rich as is claimed, much of the ore was
evidently low in metallic content as is shown by the following
assay quoted by Dr. G. 0. Sniith: gold, none; silver. 1.27 oz.;
copper. 6.19 oz.; and lead, 6.26 oz. The vein was claimed to have
yielded 18.7 oz. of gold per ton on ten tons treated. Other veins
were prospected on the Ottauquechee River near Bridgewater
Corners and also in Dailey Hollow one and a half miles due south
of Chatauguay. The latter property was connected by road
over the hill to an extensive mill at Chatauguay. but as far as
could be learned by the writer, very little ore was treated and the
whole project was a fraudulent scheme. In Plymouth, a mine
was opened on a quartz vein intruding tile Pinney Hollow Schist
1)eside the Reading Pond Brook, about one and a half miles northeast of Tyson. This is now known locally as Foxes' Mine, from
the name of its last operator, but was originally operated by the
Rooks Mining Co. It seenis never to have yielded a profit on the
investment, and although native gold is unquestionably present iii
the mine, it is probably present in such small quantities in the
aggregate as to make mining impractical. The mine is at present
'Hager, A D., et al., Rpt. Vermont State Geologist, Vol. II, IS 61,
I) 544.
'Smith. C 0 . U. S. G. S. Bull. 22. 1903 i ST.
-

excerpt from
Perry, E.L., 1929

in such a state of disrepair that the exploration 1 it is impossible,
but from surface indications and exposures in two raises which
reach the surface, the mine consists of drifts and raises along a
very irregular quartz vein intruded in the plane of the schistosity
of the country rock, which is here oriented N 30 W. dip 60° E.
The mine is situated on a steep. south'vard sloping hillside, with
an adit and ruins of a mill slightly above the level of the brook at
the base of the hill and the upper workings. apparently a head
house over a shaft, about 170 feet above the brook.
From the above it may be inferred that mining of the goldquartz veins of the district is unprofitable, since the metallic contents are very low in total average and very irregular in distribution.
Gold in placer deposits has been known in Plymouth since
about 1855. in which year prospecting is said to have yielded
about S300. In the next few years gold was found in the gravels - of Reading Pond Brook and its tributary Buffalo Brook. King(loni Brook, and the streams, in the vicinity of Plymouth Five
Corners. At the latter locality in the years 1858 and 1859, \Villiani Hankerson is reported to have washed several hundred dollars' worth of gold from the sediment in the bottom of a mill
pond and during this same time about S7.000 worth was estimated
to have been washed in the entire town. These figures are Unreliable at best, but perhaps give an idea as to the general magnitude of operations at that time. Since 1860 very little has been
(lone in placer mining in Plymouth. although even at the present
clay some "panning" is carrie(l on by local residents. The writer
has observed the results of "panning" on Reading Pond Brook
near Foxes' Mine and pieces of gold an eighth inch in diameter
may be obtained from natural riffles formed by upright plates
of schist in the bed of the stream. Considerable fine dust is also
present with the small nuggets, but the labor involved in extractmng the gold from between the plates of schist is worth more than
the gold obtained. The process is hardly more than a holiday
diversion at best.
•
The gold in the stream beds and the hillside gravels has been I
very l)robahly derived from the denudation of gold-bearing quartz it
veins nearby. The concentration of the gold in this manner has,
as seen above, produced a few deposits of commercial value, even
though the original vein rocks do not constitute workable ore.
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GOLD

Most of the gold mined is found as native, that is simple, uncombined gold, though in some localities it occurs in paying
quantities in pyrite and other minerals. It is often mixed with
silver. Most commonly gold occurs in veins or quartz. A large
amount is sometimes found, as nuggets or as gold dust, in the
gravel of streams, which have originally come from quartz veins
and have been washed out and carried on by flowing water..
Although rarely found in large masses, gold is very widely distributed over the world. Usually the nuggets are small, they
really are little pebbles mixed in gravel with other pebbles and
like them rounded by the wear of the stream. Once in a great
while, nuggets of considerable size have been found. The
largest known was found in Australia. This weighed 190 pounds,
but none other of this size has ever been reported. Though more
commonly found in quartz, gold has the property of retaining its
color under all circumstances, but it is by no means every metal
which is yellow that is gold. Nor even every nonmetallic minerals.
Some of these, in which there is never any trace of gold, in some
circumstances and to a casual observer, more or less closely resemble gold. In former Reports several allusions have been
made to a very common rock in Vermont—a sort of granitewhich contains little scales of mica with the ordinary quartz and
feldspar. Some of this decomposes readily into a sort of gravel
and finally into sand. The mica, at first black, or very dark, because of iron it contains, changes by the oxidation of the iron,
to a bronze and often a golden yellow color. As has been said
before, more people have been deceived by this than by any other
rock, except some forms of pyrite. Nevertheless, it is very easy
to distinguish this worthless material from gold. Gold is very
soft, softer than lead, and heavier than lead, it never is possible to
split gold in thin, elastic scales as in mica. Indeed this mineral
differs in every respect from gold except in appearance. Another quality of gold is that it is not affected in any way by the
application of an acid.

excerpt from
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In writing the al)ove I do not forget that a great deal of
gold ore is not by any means nearly or quite pure and it is only
of this more or less pure ore that what has been written is true.
\Vhen, as is not infrequently the case, the gold ore is mostly
pyrite or some other mineral, then it may be very hard, less heavy
and less malleable. I have often met people who thought that in
a vein of white quartz which occurred on their land there must
be gold. As most people know, much of the gold mined is found
in quartz, or quartz rock, but the presence of quartz is no sure
indication of the presence of the precious metal. I suppose that
most of the quartz found so commonly in all parts of the world,
is wholly barren. Besides in quartz, gold is found in other
igneous rocks and in some limestone. When in what proves on
examination to be gold ore of some value, the large mixture of other substances entirely conceals the gold and only careful chemical analysis can discover any of the desired metal, identification
is difficult. It may be well to notice that such ores have neverbeen found in Vermont. So many of our people, especially those owning land, spend time and money searching for gold on their
premises that there seems to be need of "line upon line" in every
geological publication issued. For this reason some advice published in former Reports is repeated. During more than a century more or less money and labor have been wasted in trying
to get rich quick by exploiting as a gold - mine some worthless
ledge. In this way the State has up to the present time, been
pretty thoroughly investigated. It is true that gold has - been
and very occasionally still is, found in a ledge or stream in Vermont, but it has so far as all records inform us, been unprofitable,
usually from the first, in all cases before, the end. Again let me
say that in my opinion, it is entirely useless to throw away money,
time and labor seeking gold in Vermont.

-
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PASSING rOR GOLB By Jerome Kelley

The fun is in the search.

Cold! That magical word that starts blood racing and
hopes soaring has been reverberating throughout the
beautiful Green Mountains of Vermont with increasing
intensity these- past two years.
There's gold in Vermont - quite possibly lots of it.
Currently the market price fluctuates at around $125 per
ounce. Some monetary experts are forecasting that in
time, it could conceivably reach the astronomical sum of
$250 or $300 per ounce.
This past summer literally hundreds of amateur
miners dotted the streams and rivers of Vermont, sloshing
their gold pans, looking for that big strike. They ranged in
age from toddlers to grandparents. As the price of gold
climbs, their numbers are bound to increase. Some
observers predict that the way the sport (if that's the
proper word) has been growing, it could develop into a
full-fledged gold rush by this coming summer.
Cold has a history in New England, going back in
time to the days of early settlement. Our Pilgrim fathers
came to these rocky shores to find freedom-of worship and
not gold. Be that as it may, these stern-visaged pragmatists
Weren't exactly oblivious to what the yellow metal could
do for them. Consequently, from time to time, they
searched for it in an unorganized fashion.
There are several accounts of where early colonists
thought they had struck it rich. Sending their finds to
Englind for assaying, they got back bad news: their
"gold" turned out to be iron pyrites, better known as
fool's gold.
Over the years the theory came to be accepted that
gold was a warm-weather metal, common only to tropical
and sub-tropical climates. So early New Englanders gave
-

up prospecting and occupied their time by farming, raising large families, bearding the British and fomenting a
revolution.
When gold was finally discovered, it didn't have the
effect that one would expect. In 1826, a nugget weighing
eight-and-a-half ounces was picked up on the banks of
the West River in Newfane, Vermont. It hardly caused a
stir, much less excitement in the small community. The
reason was simple. A family of notorious counterfeiters the Wheelers - lived in the vicinity and the local citizenry figured they were the ones who had lost the nugget.
This premise still survives in the Newfane area to this
day, but there is room for reasonable doubt. Gold is presently being panned in both the West and Rock rivers in
Newfane!
In 1833, Professor Edward Hitchcock of Amherst College was engaged in a geological survey for the State of
Massachusetts. While conducting this survey he wandered into Somerset, Vermont, near the Bay State's northern border, and discovered small amounts of gold in some
of the neighboring streams. His findings were duly reported in obscure journals and monographs, but went
totally unnoticed by potential gold-seekers.
During the 1849 gold rush, thousands of young New
Englanders left the rocky hills of home and headed for the
California diggings. By the middle 1850's some of them
came drifting back from the West
One of them was an unnamed lad from Plymouth,
Vermont. Tradition has it that he returned F. the gold
fields with a fair-sized poke. In 1855, while fishing in
Buffalo Brook, he found a small nugget. Using the
knowledge he'd gained in California he was soon working

Vermont gold is purer than gold found in most other parts of the United States.
his gold pan overtime on the Buffalo Brook shores.
Secrets in a small New England town in that faraway
day were no different than they are now, and it wasn't
long before the word was out and the rush was on.
No one has any accurate idea of how much gold was
taken out of the Plymouth area in those days, but
geologists at the University of Vermont term it as "considerable." What few records do exist will surely whet the
appetites of present-day goldseekers. One miner panned
something more than $2,800 of gold out of Plymouth's
Gold Brook in one day during the summer of 1858.
Later that same year more than $42,000 worth of the
yellow metal was sluiced out of a nearby mill pond. As
late as 1884, it is reported that approximately $78,000
worth of ore was taken out of a newly-opened mine in
Plymouth during a six-month period.
Gold fever in the Green Mountain State reached its
crisis stage in 1885. That year a number of mines were dug
in the Raymond Hill and Freestop Hill areas, north of
Plymouth in Bridgewater. None of them produced any
appreciable amounts of gold and the fever almost, but not
quite, died out.
Over the years there have always been a few oldtimers who did "a mite of panning" to supplement their
incomes. Most of these venerable miners are closedmouthed Yankees, so we have no record of whether any of
them has ever struck it rich or, indeed, has ever made a
modest strike. Inferences, however, can be drawn. Some of these
old-timers have been sloshing their gold pans around for
40 or 50 years. It's pretty logical to assume that they've
been turning up something more than black fly bites, wet
feet and aching backs.
Most of the gold found in the Green Mountain State is
referred to by geologists as "placer gold." The metal has
been leached out of surrounding rock formations by
weather and stream erosion. Because of its high specific
gravity and ability to withstand weathering and alteration, it concentrates in stream sediment.
For some unexplicable reason, Vermont gold is purer
than gold found in most other parts of the United States.
Recent assays indicate the gold runs something on the
order of 23-1/2 carats. In layman's language, this means it
is roughly 96 percent pure!
Good-sized nuggets aren't common but neither are
they rare. A great-uncle of ours found one the size of a
robin's egg many years ago in Shady Rut Brook, Just north
of Montpelier. Recently we've seen three others that were
nearly as large.
Most current gold-seekers in the Green Mountains
use pans. Hardware and sporting goods stores carry several types ranging from children's models made of plastic
to the classic western pan. Prices range from $2 to $7.
A good panning technique requires patience and
practice. The best way to learn is to get an old-timer to
show you how it's done. Failing this, read the directions
that come with most pans - carefully.
To increase your production - if you are planning to
become a gold seeker - you can construct a simple sluice
box. All you need is a long, narrow box open at both ends
and top.: Lathing is nailed at six- or eight-inch intervals
across the bottom and this, in turn, is covered by a strip of
old carpet.

The sluice box is placed on an incline in the stream in
such a way that the water flows through it. Stream sediment is then shovelled onto the top end and, by adjusting
the water flow, the light materials will be washed
downstream. The heavier materials such as gold, magnetite and garnet will settle on the carpet
When the carvet is saturated with heavy materials it
is rinsed out in a bucket or old wash tub. This is then
transferred to a pan for final panning. The gold remaining
is tweezed or spooned into a jar or bottle. Don't use a
leather poke - it can Leak!
For non-do-it-yourselfers, ready-made sluice boxes
manufactured of high-impact plastic are available in
many sporting goods stores for around $25. More affluent
gold-seekers can purchase a gasoline-powered, dredgesluice box combination that retails for $275.
Now for the big question. Are present day goldseekers striking it rich in Vermont? No one really knows
and the gold-seekers surely aren't telling. There are two
reasons: income taxes and competition.. A close friend of
ours may be pretty typicaL He's been panning for 10 or 12
years and has been recently showing some signs of newlyacquired affluence. He has just purchased an expensive
new camper, has got a fancy, custom-built deer rifle oi
order and his wife has changed her beauty shop schedule
from once a month to twice a week..
Insofar as he doesn't play the stockmarket and he
hasn't been the beneficiary for any wills lately, it's obvious he's made a strike and a darned good one at that
Instead of pussy-footing around we fired the question
straight at him. "Ed, we're doing an article on gold panning. It's obvious you've made a good strike. Now level
with us. How much did you hit and where'd you hit it?"
He gave me that old hand-in-the-cookie-jar expression. "Look," he replied, "the answer to the first part of
your question is 'none of your business.' To the second,
let's see, oh, yeah, 'gold is where you find it!" 0

WHERE TO LOOK FOR COLD IN VERMONT
During the summer of 1975, gold in varying quantities was
found in all of these locations in Vermont:
Rock River in Newfane and Dover
West River in Townsend and Jamaica
Williams River in Ludlow
Ottauquechee Rivei in Bridgewater
White River in Stockbndge and Rochester
Third Branch of White River in Braintree
Mad River in Warren, Waitsfield, and Moretown
Shady Rill Brook in Wrightsville
Minister Brook in Worcester
Little River in Stowe and Waterbury
Cold Brook in Stowe Lamoille River in Johnson Gihon River in Eden
Missisquol River in Lowell and Troy
Nu: if you do Snd what you think is gold. take it to the Stat. Crologists Office
-

and have it assayed.

)

It's inH is Blood
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VV the days when a high-stepping
HEN HE WAS A YOUNC MAN,

horse and a good buggy with hard-rubber tires would take him from the farm
to the dance halls in Cassetts, Ferris
A. Warren discovered gold.
It was easy then, before the great
Vermont flood of 1927 sent tons of
earth cascading into the river. The
bedrock just lay there ready for a
skilled hand to mine its bounty, and
on Sundays, or when the chores were
done, Ferris and his grandfather would
walk up to Smokeshire along the Williams River to the places where the
black sand and gold were hidden.
"There's gold enough right here up
to Srnokeshire to make a man a for.
tune!" Ferris shouts, in the harsh voice
of a man who finds it difficult to hear.
"Three generations of Warrens been
up and down the river here. Eight
miles of it. We'd make $30—$35 a day
digging, before the flood. We'd get
anywhere from twenty.five to a
hundred pieces a pan, and we just did
it for a hobby. Carrying on a farm you
couldn't run around as you damn
wanted to. But since the river's filled
up, you're lucky if you find anything.
If you had a bulldozer and money

enough to go at it big then you could
get at it. But that's the only way. It
used to be a pleasure to do it. But
it's just a lot of work now. There's no
goddamned pleasure about it."
No, no pleasure for the last remaining Warren who knows the mother
lode can be found. The trouble, Ferris
says, is that no one who heard of the
big strikes before the flood is around
any more. And each year, as the river
fills in, there's less chance of making
it big. The Warrens knew gold and
they knew the river, Ferris says, and
no one could pan for gold better than
his father. Before the Spanish-American War some saloonkeepers backed
him on a prospecting trip to Alaska,
where he made $4,500 in just two
years.
If the mail from home hadn't been
lost, and he hadn't become worried
about his family, he'd have stayed
longer and probably made a fortune.
Ferris never had it in his blood to
make a fortune, and it doesn't bother
him that now, in his eighty-fifth year,
he never will. He hunts gold for
simpler reasons, practical ones that are
tied to his roots. And that's why on
Sundays, or when the chores are done,

he heads for-the Williams River.
"Jesus!" he shrieks, "when gold is
$200 an ounce and you've got it in
your blood and you know how to do
it, you've got to go after it"
The small, sleepy village of Gassetts
was a bustling crossroads when Ferris
moved there as a boy. His father was
in the express business in Holyoke
when he came to Vermont to help
Ferris's grandfather run the farm. The
town was full of hard drinkers and
fortune seekers then, the money
flowed freely, and the trains from the
busy talc mines moved all night. A
young man didn't have to look much
farther for a taste of the world.
"My father always had a good buggy
with hard-rubber tires and a fast, highstepping horse," Ferris says. "I could
leave the farm any time I wanted and
go dancing with the girls. Yup, when
I was younger I drank hard cider and
chased fast young women. I guess
that's what keeps me going. My father
always told me, 'Ferris, live it up while
you're young, 'cause you'll be old
someday.' I've been quite the live one,
all right."
He finally retired, settled down, and
married when he was sixty-five. MarCOUNTRY JOURNAL
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riage was good, he says. After all, things
hadn't been the same since the family
farm vas sold, and those years working
the double-edger at Frank Chittenden's sawmill were enough for any
man, especially one who weighed just
145 pounds. Working every day like
that, when his hours belonged to
someone else, didn't leave him much
time for pleasure. His wife wouldn't
let him chase the women any more,
but she was a good dancer, and together they'd win the contests at
Woodcock's Eureka Barn every Saturday night. She died two years ago, God
rest her soul, and there's enough of
the rascal in him now to tack those
Playboy centerfolds to the wall. And
he keeps his neat, tar-paper house free
of the artifacts of the lone and elderly
—there's no clutter of newspapers,
shoe boxes, and string. His home is
not a place where a widower mourns.
"I still got eight or ten girl friends,"
Ferris smiles impishly. "From Claremont to Springfield to Bellows Falls.
I go stay with them awhile, kiss 'em
goodbye, and thea come back here to
batch it. Hasn't been much time for
that lately, though. Got wood to cut.
Not many men eighty-five can cut six
cord of wood like- that."
Not many men eighty-five would
be sleeping-on the floor either, just
to toughen themselves up for
prospecting. -Nor would they-walkten
miles, when they couldn't hitch a ride,
with crowbars and mallets, big rubber
boots, iron wedges, and a large round
metal pan, for the chance—just the
chance—to hit paydirt.
"A man came down from Ontario
once," Ferris says. "We worked the
whole river together and found plenty.
He brought two mining men with him
about the time the war broke out, and
they were interested in bringing in
some big equipment to get at the
bedrock. I panned it right in front of
them. I had forty-five pieces of gold
right in the pan. They wouldn't believe it. They thought I'd put it there
to trick them. I said 'You goddamned
fools, if you think I put it there to
trick you, come down to the river
anywhere.' They wouldn't take me up.
So you see how much they knew."
O ONE ELSE

has taken Ferris up on

N his ideas about the river, although

his notions just might be right. The
mountains around Smokeshire are
composed of talc, remember, and the
mines are still the area's largest industry. More important, the river sits
on a vein of talcose schist, a metamor,R/
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phic formation in which iron ores and
oxides are found—the black sand that
tells prospectors gold is nearby. Nonetheless, few people come along Route
103 to the Smokeshire branch of the
Williams River to search for gold, and
even during the halcyon days of
prospecting in the mid-1800s most
headed north to the brooks near Plymouth to seek their fortunes. The
Williams is a crooked little river at
Smokeshire, now half buried in rock
and debris—an unlikely place for treasure to be hidden.
"In the cracks of the ledges in the
bottom of the brook! In the cracks of
the ledges in the bottom of the
brook!" Ferris chants. "That's where
the gold is. It's all in the-bedrock, but
it's buried deep down. If you don't
go low, you won't get anything but
fine gold, what they call flour gold.
You dig out your cracks as deep as
you can. Clay, black sand, light-colored
sand, and gold. Sixty-five years ago
when my father and I used to go down
there, you could drop in anywhere
along the bedrock ledge and you were
sure of getting nuggets because you
could get right down to the brook.
Then you just had to work it good
in the pan. When you can find it the
whole length of -the river, there must
be plenty of it there."
Proof? Ferris can show you a small
vial that he-keeps hidden away in a
neatly tied satchel. "My grandfather
first showed me gold like this when
I was nineteen," he says proudly, holding the vial to the light. "Must be
three-quarters of an ounce in here. A
jeweler lady's coming up from Boston
and I'm going to sell it to her. You
see this," he says, shaking the lar, "this
is the real McCoy. Jesus, we used to
get this in a single day before the
flood." Given half a chance, Ferris will
infect anyone with gold fever, and
because he sheepishly admits to pulling a trick or two in his time, like
carrying a gold-painted rock to throw
in his pan to entice passers-by to join
him, there's no way of telling how he
got that golc, or how long it took him
to find it.
o

ONE DAY

although his wood cut-

S ting isn't done, he accepts a ride

up to Smokeshire and offers to show
real proof. He faces the river with
trepidation this year, however, for the
June 1973 flood has changed its shape
once again, and more familiar signposts have been washed away. It will
be hard to find anything, he mutters,
it will be hard to find somewhere to

get down low. Looking a bit confused,
he searches for miles along the -river,
until suddenly he sights a pocket of
shallow water where the sWooth
bedrock is exposed. Without a word,
he pulls on big rubber boots that cover
the billowing denim overalls hanging
from his tidy frame. Knapsack on his
back, tools in his hands, he scrambles
down the steep dirt bank and heads
for a place to begin. He walks nimbly
in the water, with the assurance and
rhythm of someone who doesn't have
to think about what he is doing.
He hammers a crowbar about eight
inches into the bedrock. After more
than a quarter hour of hammering and
prying, using wedges, stakes, and
muscle, he removes a large piece of
bedrock. Small pieces drop off and he
deposits them in his pan, which lies
in shallow water nearby. Resting on
his knees, he scoops out more rock
chips from the cavity he has made. He
scrapes clay and silt from some rocks
into the pan, along with small fragments of others. After peering intently
into the water, he takes a final trowelful and dumps its contents into the
pan.
"That's pavdirt!" he yells, with a
short nod of the head. "But we need
more."
He walks upstream, perhaps fifteen
feet, and begins. "This isn't so easy,"
he says triumphantly. "You've got to
know your onions." Again, he breaks
through solid rock, excavating beneath
it. For another fifteen minutes the
only sounds are the rush of the river
and the harsh clang of metal. -Silently,
Ferris kneels in the water, focusing on
each piece of rock he pries loose.
The small ones coated with the
sediment of the river bed are kept; the
larger ones are scraped to remove deposits of black sand and silt, and then
discarded. The pan, about six inches
deep and fifteen inches across, is filled
halfway.
"You've got to know how to do this
now," Ferris says softly, pointing to a
groove midway in the pan. "You've
got to keep that lowest, way down near
the water. That's where the gold goes.
If you tip the pan up too far. e.erything will wash out of the groove. First
you work the light sand out, then the
small chips. Then you have black sand
and gold left. Then you work your
black sand out. That's the hard part."
Ferris holds the pan delicately, at the
edges of his fingers. As he crouches over
the water and briskly swishes the pan
around and around, the murky sand
washes away and the small chips fol-

loi. He stops, tosses some pieces aside,
and begins gently moving the pan
from side to side and from front to
back. During the first motion his body
is rigid and his arms do all the work.
Then he rocks the pan from front to
back, s\a,ing at the knees as his hole
body moses to a silent beat. Side to
side—the black sand settles to the
bottom Front to back—the black sand
slolv ashes away. The moements
are repeated dozens of times until only
a handful of black sand remains in the
pan Ferris stops and brings it close
to his eves
40 / SEPTE1SER
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"We've got colors!" he screams.
"We've got colors! I didn't think we
would, but they're here."
He begins panning once again. Now
the movements are more deliberate.
Front to back, front to back. Slowly
the black sand disappears, except for
a few grains. In the groove of the pan,
resting on the sand, are seven tiny,
shining pieces of gold. Ferris quickly
takes a paper napkin from his pocket,
carefully rests the gold on it, and raises
his head.
"Who says there's no gold here!"
0
he yells.

Kneeling in the water, Ferris carefully
examines each small piece of rock
he unearths from the cavity. With a
well-worn and rusted trowel he
scoops up the paydirt—black sand,
clay, and silt—and deposits the find
in his pan.
When his pan has been washed clean
of light sand and rock fragments,
Ferris crouches over the river and
begins the most difficult part of
his job—separating the black sand
and the gold. With slow, deliberate
motions, he rocks the pan from front
to back and side to side, in a delicate
procedure that isolates the gold.
Then, with eyes fixed on the pan, he
searches for the glimmer of color,

Smith, B. R., 1976, "The Plymouth gold rush," Vermont Life, v. 6, no. 2, p. 8-13.
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A ord that has always sent the pulse of
man racing; that cold relentless stuff of which
vain dreams are made; the last thing you would
expect to find in the stilt cool solitude of the Plymouth
hills. And vct it is there. it has caused the same wild
excitement thcre, the same rccktcss hopes and heartbreak,
that it has been causing man since long before Vèrgil
lamented "the accursed greed for gold."
Its presence was first discovered, so one story goes, just
a hundred years ago by a young man back from the

G

OLD!"

f-- Bciieadz thcse peaceful hills i;iay still
lie the gold to send men's blood racing
aii Ito line their pockets.

gold fields of California. When the cry of "Gold" went
up from Sutter's Eort in '49, three young men from
Plymouth had left their hillside farms for the Vest. One
v as known to have been killed by Indians; the fate of the
second as never known, and though his wife waited
and hoped for many years, no xiord ever came. The
third returned with what was in those days considered
quite a fortune. He was fishing one day in Bualo Brook,
one of the crystal-clear streams which flows into Echo
Lake just beyond Tyson. Gold was far from his mind,
but his trained eye caught its flash in the rushing water.
It was but a small nugget, but there were more. He worked
alone and tried to keep his find a secret. But soon the
whisper rose above the ring of hetstones, above the
whine of the water-driven saw mill, above the political
discussions in the village store. GOLD! Not three
thousand miles away but right in Plymouth.
VERMONT Life
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-This optimistic viz"a' of the Rooks property app'.zrcd in the company's gilt-edted a,:,i,,.il report of 1884.
The picture was rcprodlKtd from a rare copy in the I [ilhi,r Library of the Uni:ersity of Vermo,ii.

Hitchcock's Geology says it was
Matthew Kennedy who made the discovery, and that it was just over the
tov. n line in Bridgewater where the brook
which drains the Five Corners area enters
that township. This writer also gives
%Villiam Hankerson credit with "the
discovery of gold in Plymouth in i8."
They probably refer to the area around
the Five Corners however, for they also
mention that Ira Payson, Charles Kane
and Simeon Johnson formed a company
and erected a "miii and crusher in 1853."
They do state emphatically, however,
that the purity of the gold found in
Plymouth exceeded that generally found
in California.
At any rate, by 18; the brook which
ran througi Amos Pollard's Farm began
to be known as Gold Brook, and a canny
old "Forty-Niner," Virgil \\odcock , was
among those. washing there. After the
others had become discouraged and quit.
he entered into an agreement with Pollard
and put in a log dam. With a sluice a half
mile long he achieved a twenty foot drop,
and increased greatly the amount of gravel
he could wash. After Pollard's death a
few years later, it was found that he had
been paying one sixteenth of the gold he
took for the rights. In less than a year
this had amounted to Sioo, so a conservative estimate would place the total
at least $z000. \Voodcock died soon after

io VERMONT Lfe

this and it was several years before anyone with cpericnce worked the claim.
In the meantime over the ridge in the
Five Corners area things were happening
fast. Matthew Kennedy still held the
mortgage on the land he had sold to the
Plymouth Mining Co. which had suspended operation. In the Fall of 188
Villiarn Hankerson returned and took .t
claim. He took out S400 by digging over
two square rods. The next year he put a
water wheel in to run machinery with
which to drain the old mine and caused
this water to pass through a sluice into
hich was thrown the gold-bearing earth.
These sluices were made of boards and
varied in width up to :o inches and were
6 to in inches deep. Fine dirt was washed
away leaving only pebbles and the gold
in the bottom. "Riffles" were frequently
used in the bottom. These were removable
parallel slats with cleats or strips of
sheet iron nailed about one fourth inch
apart. Because of specific travitv, the
gold voukl supplant lighter material and
at the cud of the day the Riffle could be
removed and the gold laden sand placed
in a "Rocker." This was just %hat it
sounds like, a cradle, and was sloshed
back and forth to further purify the ore.
Hand panning, the process whieh required the most skill of all 'a. as eventually
necessary, for the "Black Sand" or fine
iron particles arc nearly as heavy as the

Ileitry Fox, heir to the Rooks .1 line proprrtv.
i3 sIia'ii here in the shaft entrance. TJi:c
w,zisiirI photograph t?S takee: in iSi,
by lEa/kr Gaflin of \'rw York City
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material 01) ann(1usrt) which kept
the town in agitation for over thirty
e3rs Bv this time the matter had cornc
to the attcittiOfl of the press Ludlow
now had a wcckly ne spper The Voice
1mo,, r the 11oIuItullc and on May 31,
iSóo it rook noticc of Plymouth Gold
A ftcr explaining that conDIL 'Thu
fi ctgrcports and some pretty rail tales
h.id been rcaciiing his desk, the editor
tells how he hircd i horse rnd bugv and
.
went to ccc for hiin.clf flh-it was going
on Et is gLuing to be quite a bucy time
among the Mintrc cw discoeries of
gOI(1 ha c Iccn made on the brook running
from the ccr point of Rciding. into Ph'
mont near t c rcsidncc o n.j Allard
and Jonathan
ofSpringfieid,
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clearing out the old millpond at the F ne
Qwncrc where e shall hear from him
_
again. There are now seven companies
it work on Buffio B rook whcre they are
said to be rn-iking fair wages At any
rite it is nonsense to suppose they work
there for nothing
Aaain in The VàiceofAucrust 9, but
Tin.s old map, a rare copy m the Vermont historical Society, predates the heyday
ten vceks Liter Beats and d'raves two
of the Plymouth gold mining. The dark lines, though, show 'where placer gold was
more, ex-Forty--Niners, from Mass. are
Put-eL The Rooks mine later was located on the stream north of lVeavers Hill.
deci at-cd to be "doino handsomely" IvIle
can do no better than to quote from an
eve witness how things were going on and some suiphurate of zinc, but no quick not have produced as reliably but there
Gold Brook in i 86o.
silver. A native of Bridgewater, Mass., were some spectacular finds. The natives
"The miners take a Tease on a certain Allen is a returned Califbmian, and told kept on panning a few fiakei from the
no. of lineal rods, from 10 to 40, alon g us he had worked there in the warm brooks, but experienced miners found
the stream with the right to digt in he water till his feet were raw. Some of the pockets. Lombard is said to have taken
"dry" on either side as rar as they choose, claims were not being worked, and as we his dinnerpail full of ore from a shaft in
for a seven year period from Pollard for progressed upstream we came to that of the rock, and found it worth $uo. A
Sioo or more. Mr. Newton bought the F. W. Coolidge, a promising claim, but he minister by the name of Raymond is
lowest claim, 70 rods, and resold to 3 was our haying." (There are wedding reported to have found rich ore by digging
or others. There are now sixteen dams, rings still in existence made from the in a hillside above the old road from Five
A \ Ir. Allen of Zachry Sndl & Co., who gold from that claim.) "There are two Corners to the Kingdom. Marcell Earl
was standing in the water shoveling out Hotels, Central, and Buffalo House, which came back from the 'West and spent one
a tail race, said he hadn't had a dry foot furnish board and 'Refreshment' of the summer on the farm of his brother, Edfor ten days." False reports in the Spring- best quality, and there is a butcher cart ward Earl and took by panning in an
field Republican are given by the reporter twice a week." The initials M. B. were eddy by a ledge in the tiny brook on the
as the reason why this Allen had become signed to this editorial, farm, several "pill bottles" of pure
wary of newspapermen and was "slow William Hankerson, who The Voice
flakes. There were so many local people
in warming up, but finally became corn- promised would be heard from again, had panning and sluicing the many brooks in
municarive and showed much scientific now finished sluicing the mill pond at Five that area that they were washing our the
knowledge. He admitted that he was Corners. He had taken a terrific risk in roads and the town officials had to put
averaging but S1.25 a day, but had high p-.iying $i000 for the privilege, but it a stop to it.
hopes when he reached the Bed Rock. had made him over 600% for he rok out
William Ames now owned the old
He is finding silver in small quantities more than $7000 in gold. This area may \Vbodcock claim on the Pollard Farm
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This cross-section vk'w, taken from the Rooks report
of :884, seems to indicate, a bo:ttnnless vrii: of ore.
Henry Fox litxd the last ;o years of his lfc in this superiutcndent 'i house, the so/c owner of
the mine property once valued at a n:iiirm and a h.df 1o11ars. This photograph, pa-rtof it
enlarged, ivas taken in ipoS. -

by the lake. He had no mining experience,
but a St. Louis lawyer by the name of
Harris became interested, and thc
decided to form a company. It Was
motley assortment, not one of whom
had any mining background, who finally
comprised the Rooks Mining Company.
Among them were Qarles Rooks (r
Rook) a government agent from the
Indian Territory; Anthony Blum, a shoe
store proprietor from New York State ;
and Cot. Babcock, a promoter from New
York City, who probably furnished them
with ideas. The one indomitable member
of this odd assortment was the assayer,
Henry Fox. Like the rest, he was withour
experience but he differed in that his
faith in the sire he helped select endured.
They came to the rather obvious conclusion that the gold which had been
washing into all these streams was coming
from richer deposits in the surrounding
hills. Perhaps a vein of pure gold quartz!
Excitement ran high. The younger generariots in particular found the search for it
more alluring than farming and were
eager to join in.
A device m.sde of metal rods, something unthe order of a divining rod, was
brought from New York by a man who
surrounded the whole affair with an air
of mystery. A gold bearing rock was
finally located. High on a hillside north
of the Pollard farm they began to dig a
shaft and what was probably the largest
of Plymouth's gold producing enterprises.
A boarding house was quickly built. The
ring of hammers and axes mingled with
the voices of many men as trees fell and
several small houses rook shape. The
assayers were so favorably impressed
with the quality of the ore that the building of a mill was begun. After the main
shaft had gone down some fifty feet, it
began to fill with water and a horizontal
shaft had to be dug. This extended nearly
three hundred feet into the mountainside
and much speculation 'vent on among the
townspeople as to whether the two would
meet. Quite a group gathered to see the
finish and tense moments preceded the
gush of mud and vater which proved th.ur
the engineers had figured correctly.
A little forty horse power engine
turned the rollers which crushed the
roasted ore, and quicksilver and sulphuric
acid were used to extract the gold.
Where today there is only a rusty littt
turntable and some warped iron rails
on which the tiny cars brought out the
ore, seventy years ago there was a
hustling mining town in operation. 11e
superintendent and all employees lived
at the mine. The first month's "cleanup"
was exhibited on Oct. 27, iSS; and the

An impressive alligator-graincd leather
bound report of the Rooks Mining Co.
was printed and circulated. It contained
picrurcs and a month by month report of
a most convincing sort. Nuggets worth
as much as $; i are noted. The net
value of the mine was estimated at
$1,535,274; daily earning at $2,1o4.16
or$l;.tz pershare.Thiswasover i;m%
on capital investment. Stock changed
hands, Boston interests bought heavily,
and H. L. White of that city became
President of the company. Plans were
made at a meeting of the board of directors to quadruple the capacity of the
mill. In preparation for this program of
Good sied tree's now grow where the expansion, the machinery was taken down
ctitslimg null once' stood. Only the ore car and carefully packed. Henry Fox, the
tracks remain. All pictures on this page are assayer who had helped to determine the
by the author.
location of the mine, was now Superintendent. He had been buyirg stock and
now owned a few thousand dollars worth.
Three years went by and he waited more
Ludlow paper, now known as the Tribune, or less patiently for the directors to go
printed the following on Nov. 30:
on with the plans. Vithout machinery
"We had the pleasure oihandling the or help he could only pan the brooks and
hrst ingot of go
l d produced at Plymouth wait. Finally he was forced to sue the
Tuesday. It measured 6 x i x Y4 inchcs company for his back salary. The court's
and weighed fifty-one oulices and one decision was in his favor and the mine and
pennyweight. It was 97/100 fine and all property were put up at Sheriff's sale'
valued at $ioz i. This was the result of at Ludlow. The representative of a
the first clean-up - and the second was company dealing in abandoned mining
under vay- the present' wcek, and iimclt property placed a bid of Smz,000, Fox
better results are anticipated from it. The' raised it $500 and it was struck off to
Plymouth Hills have at last fallen into him. The height of Plymouth's goldrush
the hands of men vho can make them was past and late in 1837 Henry Fox
disgorge -their long-concealed.treasure in , began his thirty years as a hermit mine
paying quantities, and' we are glad to owner.' -note this success; certainly they have by
The story of Fox's life is a colorful one.
their. energy and faithfulness deserved
Born in Switzerland of Austrian descent,
it."
he became a British subject, joined the
The first month's clean-up was re- Foreign Legion and saw fighting in India.
1x)rtcd by. local sources as $ioo. It is Later ho was a S:eward with a steamship
hard to tell at this late date whether this company operating a line to South
was a tigurc arrived at after expenses
America, and finally went into the assayhad been deducted, or if it was Vermont ing business in New York. He never
conservatism in contrast to the approved liked to talk about himself and the local
publicity practics of the day.
people felt that some parts of his life
"A bar of gold dug from the soil of had been-tragic. He was neat and courteNew England is a novelty," comments ous but always reserved. During the
the Bostoiz Evening Journal of April 4, rhirty years he lived alone in the one re1884, "but a bar worth $2891 was
maining house, selling off the property
exhibited in the Jozirnaf office today by and always searching. He never lost
Mr. U. L. White, treasurer of the Rooks faith in his mine but finally became ill
Mining Co. of Plymouth, Vt. In less and had to be taken forcibly to a doctor
than six months they have taken out in Ludlow. Insane and suffering from
Si 3,000 worth of gold at a cost of $5,000, Brights disease, he was taken to the
the first dividend on 50,000 shares is 17 Retreat at Brattleboro wheie he died a
cents per share." The Sin Francisco few weeks later, May 2, 1919, at the age
Jouriial lifts an eyebrow as it comments of seventy.
that they had never heard of mining in the
"The Gold Mine" was one of the
Green Mountain State, and adds that,
attractionr the town had to show to the
"the famed Kcnruck mine in Nevada will "City Boarders," the nineties version
pay but ten cents, or a total of $3,000 in of the tourist of today, and many a party
the s.inic month."
of beruffled young women well protected

A modern prospector inspects the !iorkont.il
shaft entrance to the Rooks Mine, for
many years now blocked by fallen rocks.

by large leghorn hats, has dipped goldflecked gravel from the brook at the side
of Mr. Fox's house. He was always a
quiet but interesting host and frequently
gave his guests pieces of gold-flecked
quartz. WS there as much gold taken from the
mine as reports would in4ieare or were
the ingots faked? Who can say? It was
certainly over-promoted. Is there enough
gold in that talcose slate vein in the
eastern part of Plymouth to make mining
profitable at some future time? That too
may have to await the development of
some device like the Geiger counter for
its answer. There is no question but that
there is still gold in the hills, or even
more likely, in the lake beds, and on a
Sunday afternoon you often see people
panning for fiaii. But the excitement has
died down and melting snows have
brought down gravel and partly buried
the old millsite. Moss-grown timbers
still project from the piles of dirt at the
mouth of the shaft, and rusty tracks lead
to the spot where gold was once milled.
Trees a foot in thickness have grown
where the house stood in which a man
lived alone for thirty years on a Si 2,500
piece of faith only to die a pauper. END

Gold Brook, giving little hint of its tuumdtuous past, enters Echo Lake quietly
in this scenic cove on Route zoo.
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Amateur Prospectors Find Gold, Enjoyment, in Panning Vermont Rivers
BY MAURA GRIFFIN
Associated Press
STONVE - Jtt like the '49ers in the California
Gold Hush, some Vermonters are finding gold in
their pans.
"You know it's gold by the sight or by the weight,"
said a 65-year.old Stowe resident who's been panning
for decades. "You swish."
His equipment is simple: a few pans, a hammer
and mallet, and an old, rusty pair of magnifying
glasses. He does not want to be identified because he
fears sorneor.e will try to rob him because he collects
gokl
"Por some reason people equate gold with money,"
he said, scooping up chunks of dirt and rock with his
raw. i ccl lingers and dumping it into his pan. "It's
.1w-I not so."
One morning last week, the Stowe prospector
"worked the tocks" for about 20 tiny flakes of gold.
In a rough. careless manner, he pulls the rocks out
of hi pan and swirls it until all that rgmains is a
heavy black sand and - possibly - gold. He dabs at
the speck of gold and puts it into his glass vial, filled
with hundreds of other wee flakes.
He is one of dozens who peel' into Vermont's rivers
and streams. hoping for the flash of goki. Most find
only small bits the size of fleas.
"I used to trade some, but the jewelers don't really
want raw gold," he said. "Now I do it mostly for cx.

He would not reveal his secrets.
In 1855, Capt. Abial Slayton first found gold in
what was then Hull's Brook. now Gold Brook, in
Stowe. Slayton had traveled to California in 1849,
along with three or four others from Stowe, and
struck it rich.
After returning, Slayton thought he saw gold in
the stream while he was fishing, historians say. He
set up an elaborate sluicebox operation and hired
several men, but he never had the success he found
in California.
Slayton's gold coated the last spike to be driven in
the Mount Manstiekl Electric Railroad in 1897.
"I know there is gold up the brook and in the, little
ravines in the mountains," Slayton told a reporter at
the time. "All the slope of the mountain is a great
depth of earth, and 1 doubt not that there may be
many paying veins."
Momitt agices. "I think this hillsiciciis full of gold..
Maybe not near the streams, but ofl' a ways," he said.
Mofl'att hits the stream on sunny days in the warm

tI (ISV.

It's not riches Scott Mofl'att of Wolcott is looking
ti,'. either
"It's the challenge You sift through the mud and
dirt and find gold," he 501(1. "Sometimes you get
lucky and find a piece that's biggei' than a pinhead."
Mofl'att, 23. hopes to collect enough to make a ring
fm his fiancee He might have to wait. awhile. "I just
'ait Icti' that day when I find a piece that I can drop
and hear it hit the pan,' he said.
Gold is 19 times hea.'icr than water, so it sinks to
the bottom of a stream, or a pan. The "swishing" action is not as easy as it looks, the Stowe prospector
said "You've got to know how to (10 it.

months, but he says the best time is the early spring
after the ice goes ofl'.
"That's when the new dirt is brought down the
mountain with new gold in it," he said.
The gold found in Stowc, which is washed down
the stream from the Worccstci' Mountain Range, has
some silver and copper in it, but is close to pure, geologists say.
Judy Hannah, a geologist from
tiw University of Vermont, said the
C;reen Mountains have held gold in
green quartz veins for about 300
in ill ion yea is.
"A lot of it has eroded into the
sI teams and i'ivers and is called
placci' gold," she said. "That's
where the panners get it."
"People mine in a number of
places in Vermont. from the Mas.
sach usctts bQI'dcu' to Quebec," said
Jeff Howe, curato,' for the University or Vermont's Perkins Museum.
"Aunt het' big area is Plymouth."
Some l)i'OSPCCtOI'S say they've
panned a few ounces a year out ol'
the Gold Brook. But the old l)i'OS
l)e'('(oI'. who pans neatly eveir ' v day
ho,' a fc' grams a year, doesn't believe it.
\•ou in igh t mention that people
exaggerate in this business," he
Sdi(l.

AP Photo by Teby T.Ibot

A gold l)rOSI)CCtor searches for gold in
the gravel in his pan recently while prosI)ccting in Stowc's Gold Brook.
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Elusive, Minute, But It's There

Vermont Gold: New Gilding Of ts ' mage
By COLIN NICKERSON
BRIDGEWATER - Lawrence
Curtis, 74, of Bridgewater has
sought gold In the streams of
Vermont for nigh onto half a
century.
"It's pretty elusive stuff,
that gold - always trying to
hide from you," he said. "And
it does a pretty fairJob of It."
Curtis, a semI'retired farrner and logger, claims not to
rscail how much' Crud he's
panned in all those years.
"I've never been one for
figures," he said, adding: "For
roe, going for the gold has
Iways been what you'd call a
hobby. I wasn't looking for any
proiL,It gets me outin the
fresh air, and It gives the
mosqultos something to do."
If the price of gold continues
its skyward scramble, there's
likely to be goldpan handlers aplenty up to their knees in
Vermont s roaring brooks and
chilly creeks when the ice
starts breaking this spring.
"Gold prices of over $600 an
ounce can be a rather powerful
incentive, "remarked Vermont
state geologist Charles Ratte in
a recent interview.
There is gold to be found in
the Green Mountains.
The precIous element has
been panned, sluiced and
"snifted" from the Ottauquechee River, Buffalo
Brook, Minister Brook In
Worcester, the White River,
Little River, the aptly-named
Gold Brook in Stowe, and
several other streams and
rivers in Vermpnt.
Although tiny amounts of
old-bearing quartz have been
iscovered in the state, most of
Vermont's gold is ."placer"
gold deposited eons ago by Ice
Age glaciers and usually found
only in the gravel of stream
beds.

l

"The quantities found, ta
date, have been small," Ratte
cautioned.
However, as Curtis noted:
"When the gold bug gets ahold
of you it doesn't normally let
go .... "
Curtis predicted that the
record prices being paid for the
yellow metal will spark a sort
of gold rush in Vermont.
"Oh yes, people will be
scratching all over; they tend
to prick their ears right up
when they think there is money
to be had," he said. "1 expect
there's going to be a jot of
disappointed people."
Ratte said he has recently
received "a lot of inquiries
from people interested. in

coming to Vermont to pan for
sold." - -- Curtis described goki hunting as "mostly hard work: you
got to go to the gold, it doesn't
come to you. It's healthy excercise, though, as long as you
don't fall into the brook."
Leighton Wass, a 37-year-old
Barre science teacher, started
panning gold as a hobby
several years ago.
"Most of the gold I've found
I've given away' - I'm not so
sure I'd do that now," he
laughed.
Wass said he knows of a
creek "near" Minister Creek
In Worcester "where I can find
flakes every time I go there."
On one occasion, Wass said,
he came up with 14 tiny pieces
I

of gold In a single panful of
gravel.
"But! mean tiny - about the
size of.a flake of pepper," Wass
said."! don't really think there
is enough (gold) in the state to
make it monetarily worthwhile."
He added: "With the prices
so high, you can pay for your
pan, and maybe even par for
your gas if you work at it.'
- Lee Garsh, owner of The
Junction Country Store in
Bridgewater Corners is one of
the very few who can claim to
actually have made a profit
money from Vermont gold.
He sells gold pans, rock picks
and other' rock-hunting
equipment.
Garsh also sells small bottles

containing minute quantities of
old "guaranteed to be from a
oeai brook."
For the most part, Garsh
said, his customers are
"recreational panners."
But Garsh insisted there "at
least few oldtlmers from the
area" who've panned many
ounces of gold, and even found
small nuggets, from the creeks
of Plymouth and Bridgewater.
Lawrence Curtis, however,
was skeptical.
"If you find people making
money panning Vermont gold,
let me know about it," he said.
Curtis preferred to remain
close-mouthed about his own
favorite spots forhunting gold.
"Oh, I keep my pan with me
and stop at different places,"
lie laughed.
In general, though, Curtis
recommended looking for gold
in the same spots in the stream
where you'd angle for a fa
trout - in the, still water
behind a boulder or at the
bottom of if pool., The heavy
void, carried downstream by
the torrents of the spring, tends
to settle in quiet eddies.
Curtis said he was taught to
pan gold "around 1930" by an
oldtimer named Fremont
Thompson.
"H&d been around back in' Just a speck of "color,"
the days of the gold rush," ' placer mining slang for the
Curtis said. . glitter of gold, spied in Buffalo
Although gold can be found Creek in Plymouth was enough
in every New England statC ' to set off talk of a bonanza Just
(except, perhaps, for Rhode , waiting to be discovered in
Island), Vermont has always Vermont.
had a reputation as the, And in 1883 a commercial
Eldorado of the northeast.
.. oiati - the Rooks Mining
It began it the late 1800s, Co.
of Plymouth - was
when gold fever raged high in burrowing after gold in earthe nation after the discovery nest
of the metal in California.
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¶TheMagic LivietaC
Suifaces f4gain,
WituiNjw cBe(ievers
54nc1traction Methods
By ED BARNA
Correspondent
here's gold in them thar hills!" the
Forty-niners said during the great
California Gold Rush of 1849.
Vermonters were among those
who made the wes:ward trek, and
among those who s1ogged
h.meward again, busted.

"For one who gains riches by mining
Perceiving that hundreds grow poor,
I made up my mind to fry farming,
The only pursuit that is sure,"
went the words of one popular song.
But Vermonters didnt ail throw away

their gold pans when they came back, and
the.da y came when someone fishing in
Plymouth saw a familiar yellow sparkle in
the brook. Vermont had a brief gold rush of
its own, in the 1850s when it was learned
that a Gold Belt of sorts extended from
south to north through the Green Mountains.
It A as mostly placer gold, though, the
kind found broken loose from veins. A few
mother lodes were worked, but gradually
they were abandoned. Gold became more a
part of Vermont's history than its present,
and the dream of the gleam was left to a
few diehard panners and prospectors.
But the yellow flame never entirely
burned out, either in California or Vermont.
Now California is in the midst of a gold
revival, as the "New Forty-niners" use
modern technIques to make old mines and
streambeds workable again,
History seems to be repeating itself in
Vermont as well. There are people who have
brought new expertise and technology to the
Green Mountains, in the conviction that
profits. if not fortunes, are waiting. People
have continued to find placer gold in
numerous streams.
There are at least two reopened gold
mines. including one that the owner plans to
reopen as a tourist attraction where
amateurs will be guaranteed success at
panning Icr gold. A new U.S. Geological
eral
Survey is taking stock of Vermont's min
following close behind.
Little by little, the word is getting out:
there's gold in us here hills.

_____________________________
Photo by Ed 8arfla

Edward Ruggeri demonstrates
panning to a young visitor at the
Richards mine In Ludiow.
Mining Equipment
"Gold pans," says the sign at Leisure
Lines, a recreational equipment business on
Route 4 just east of Rutland.
Hundreds of people stop each year to look.
and several dozen walk away with
equipment to go looking for gold, owner
Gene Stiles said. Sales have been steady for
the 15 years he has carried pans, sluices.
dredges, gold dust processing kits and
nuggets, he said, even during the winter.
Stiles said his decision to supply the hobby
trade came after he became interested in
Vermont's history of gold mining. He went
out to some of the old mining sites the
lost towns of Chateaugay and Plymouth
Five Corners and tried his luck.
His own experience, combined with that of
other Vermont rockhounds, has led Stiles to
believe "There's gold scattered all around
the state." What's more, "it's 23.85 carat,"
he said, on a scale where 24 carat means 100
percent pure.
That means a one-ounce nugget that would
fetch between $400 and $500 as gold bullion
1 (bars, ingots, coins) would be worth
thousands of dollars if sold instead to a
-

-

•

Photo by Ed Sarna

here are small flecks of gold In this pan, along with
larger chunks of gravel from the Richards mine.
mineral collector or jeweler. Stiles said.
There's gold in Plymouth. over the hill to
the east of town, and "people who work at it
still find quite a lot of gold there." Stiles
said. There's gold in Tyson. in the Williams
River; near Stowe, at Gold Brook; and
"anywhere along the Cold River, it's
possible to find it," he said.
Weak Mind, Strong Back
Stiles is quick to caution his customers
that panning for gold is the kind of work
that requires "a mind'thats weak and a
back that's strong," in the words of the old
Tennesse Ernie Ford Song. "There's
hobbyists who will be happy to find a dozen
pieces in a day," he said, those being flakes
more the size of carrot and tomato seeds

than the old Double Eagle coins.
now being reminted by the
government.
The odds can be improved by
us:ng better equipment. Stiles still
carries the old standard metal gold
pars - flat. bottom. slanted sides the one moviegoers remember
prospectors using to slosh water and
grave! arour.d until "color" is
risible at the bottom.
But those have been outclassed by
plastic pans with built-in ridges
along the sides, with sometimes a
pocket built into the-bottom. The
heavier gold goes to the bottom of
the gravel, and when the pan is
tipped and the contents are sloshed,
it is kent from falling out of the pan
by the "riffles," as the ridges are
called
Any of the pans costs less than
S.D With a pan and a list of mineral
sites around the state, which Stiles
aso sells, a hobbyist can be
e.iiped for weeks of work though some will return for a pair
oi heavy duty knee pads.
Cor.firmed goldbugs use sluices.
flee are long, box-like affaira ith
b'iit-;n riffles, and sometimes a
p:ece of removable carpeting at the
boztom for flakes of goid to lodge in. Selling someumes for less than S50,
they turn prospector into processer,
using river water tin most cases to
wash away far greater quantities of
zi.

The best gravel is to be found in
I the cracks in a stream's bedrock.
Since this is a difficult place from
which to remove anything by hand
(the old-timers somtimes resorted
to blacT powder), it helps to have a
vacuum-ltke affair known as a
poer dredge. Vermont water
quality regulations limit dredges to
no more than four inches across,
but even these smaller units can
cost several hundred dollars.
Dredging also requires the
landowner's permission and a uater
quality permit limiting when,
where, ar.J how the equipment is
used, according to miner Michael
Richards.
Out West, metal detectors are
sometimes used to locate nuggets,
Stiles said. In Vermont, the nuggets
generally are too small for that, he
said. But he sells many for a
different kind of prospecting:
locating lost rings and things.
In fact. Stiles said, that kind of
prospecting might uncover more
nuggets than working the streams.
"It's nothing (0 make a living at or
get rich at," he said. "Nobody has
ever found any big mother lode
around.'
Boy Scout Finds $300 Nugget
But others have a different
opinion. Richards, Edward Ruggeri.
and James Morris, who plan next
year to open a 17-acre former
streambed in Ludlow to the puhlic
guarantee that their visitors will erience of two
from Connecticut
ey can back that
e boy even took
rth

Ptiotoby Ed 8ara

Allen Richards, 13, and the sluice which helps filter out the gold flakes at Richards mine In
L'idlow.

deposits. The gold may be scattered
through these deposits, in tiny
flakes you may not be able to,see."
"This all happens quite deep,
miles below the surface," Baldwin
said. Kater, exposed veins erode
and wash downstream. "That gold.
being heavier than anything else,
accumulates in the streams," he
said.
Richards said Vermont gold also
occurs in high-carbon slates, since
the carbon tended to trap liquified
gold. Like the granites, these slates
erode and leave flakes of gold in
streambeds, he said.
"From Bridgew'ater down is
where the whole belt comes to an
apex (narrows toward a point).
especially in Plymouth." Richards
said. "The greatest amount of Pteteby Ed Barna

This sign points the way to the 17-acre former stream bed In
Ludlow which will be open to the public next year. A visiting
Boy Scout this fall took home a nugget worth $300.
After the top gravel in the
Richards Mine has been processed
in that way, the partners expect to
find even larger deposits on or in
the bedrock. 'We have gotten some
rough gold that ,in.di:ates there is
the possibilit.. a lode deposit,"
Richards said.
According 10 Stiles. Reuben
Whittemore is working the former
Rocks Mining Company lode deposit
or its tailings near Buffalo Brook in
Tyson. Richards said that in the late
1600's, the mine was the third best
producer in the country.
Talc And Semiprecious Stones
But gold isn't the only worthwhile
mineral, Richards said. Farmers
are walking over talc deposits that
could help save their farms. People
pick up and admire and toss back
into streams pretty rocks that could
be cut and polished as semiprecious
gemstones. Chromite, silver, and
rhodium are present, and "it may
be in good, paying quantities in
some areas. It just takes
investigating," he said.
In the middle of the state, says
Richards, "I don't know why some
of these guys owning safld and
gravel operations aren't sluicing
some of the material, just to check.
Most all of the pits have gold in
them to some degree."
A veteran gold miner who has
worked from California to Georgia
and Montana to Arizona, Richards
said he has learned a great deal
over the years from generous fellow
prosDectors. In turn, he said, he
would like to awaken Vermont to
the wonders and resources that wait
in its back yards and fields.

"There's a lot out there, no doubt
about it, and New England sort of
got left behind," Richards said.
Vermont's Gold Belt
But gold doesn't crop up just
anywhere. To do any prospecting, it
helps to know something about the
geology of gold in general, and
especially about Vermont's gold
belt.
Fic1ards has a map of Vermont's
townships, with the ones that have
gold circled n blue. They go right
up the center of the state: Dover,
Newfane. amaica, Plymouth,
Ludlow, Sturbridge, Rochester,
Braintree, Warren, \Vaitsfie!d,
Moretown, Waterbury, Stowe,
Johnson, Edea. Lowell. Troy.
Gold has also been found just
below the Canadian border and just
above it in Qiebec, in the same
north-south line as the Vermont
findings, Richards said.
The gold is in or very near the
talcose schist bed, "in the rock of
the mountains that were there,"
Richards said. In other words, the
gold and other metals that
Vermonters are finding now in the
Green Mountains are actually the
deep roots of another, much earlier
mountain chain, now almost
completely eroded.
Brewster Baldwin, emeritus
professor o: geology at Middlebury
College. saud that in general "when
molten rock crystallizes into a
granite, there are fluids left over
that seep out, and they seep up
toward the surface, and they tend to
deposit veins Of quartz."
When the gold and other minerals
from the molten magma cool. "they
tend to crystallize and fill cracks, so
you see these white (quartz) vein

pressure was put on the system in
throwing up hydrothermal solutions
and gold-bearing veirs."
Thus the region around Plymouth,
where the Richards Gold Mine is
located, has consistently yielded
more gold than anywhere else.
Ruggeri said the old-timers of the
region say that Calviri Coolidge got
his start through his grandfather
paying the local kids to bring in the
pretty little yellow rocks they kept
finding in the streams, and trade
them in at the family's general
store.
Richards has a copy of the First
Annual Report on the Geology of the
State of Vermont, by state geologist
C. B. Adams. Written in 1845, four
years before the electrifying news
of tl'e gold strike at Sutter's Mill in
California, it notes that gold was
allegedly found in Somerset.
Most dismissed the findings as the
deliberate handiwork of someone
"salting" the land with gold for
speculative purposes, Adams wrote.
However, he took note of the fact
that "the geological formation is
similar to that of the gold region of
North Carolina."
A Golden Partnership
Ruggeri said he met Richards
about five years ago, when both
were exploring the rivers around
Plymouth. He had equipment, such
as a backhoe, and Richards had
Western expertise, as did Morris,
and the partnership was born.
Ruggeri and Richards and a
friend explored the old Rooks mine
shaft, which goes down hundreds of
feet in Tyson. They rigged a block
and tackle, and the first person
down was so fascinated that he kept
turning around to look at things,
and the lines got twisted, and the
block and tackle wouldn't work, and
there were some very dark
moments before it all got
straightened out.

"Definitely not for the
nonprofessional," Richards said of
the expedition, which also involved
crawling more than 100 feet through
a very small side shaft.
Some people say that the Rooks
mine was only a scheme to take
people's money, Richards said, but
he doubts that the miners would
have worked that hard for nothing.
The whole road going in is made out
of tailings, the mine wastes, he said.
William Schuele, president of the
Burlington Gem and Mineral Club.
said Whittemore has lectured to
them on his work reactivating the
mine. Leaching out the gold
involves an innovative process usir.g
bacteria, he said. Whittemore could
not be reached for comment.
Re-opening Ludlow Site
In the end, the three partners
acquired a site next to the North
Branch of the Williams River, on
the Srnokeshire Road in Ludlow,
which had been worked both in the
late 1800s and in the 1940s. Richards
said it had. apparenuy been closed
by the War Powers Act during
Worid Var II, and had never been
reopened.
A Connecticut investment group
bought it, expecting that it would be
a bigger operation, Richards said
When a closer inspection showed
that using their large-scale
equipment would be less pFofitabie
than working a mine the owned in
the West. Morris and geologist
Steven Savory found out about the
place while looking through
Vermont, and told Richards, who
bought it.
Richards said he learned a great
deal about the 1940's operation from
Ferris Warren, a well-known
goldbug in the area, who had
worked for the Canadian mining
engineer who ran it. There had been
a 100-foot sluice box, Warren said.
the evidence of which is clearly
present as a 100-foot' ridge of waste
rock pushed over the sluice's sides.
with the regrowth trees on it all of
the same height.
Also on the site is what appears to
be a shallow puddle, but is actually
a pit of silt so deep that the partners
have been uaable to find its bottom
evidently a mine shaft. "We
pulled about 80 feet of (one-inch
diameter) cable out of there,"
Richards said.
A former telephone pole with
spikes driven in it at regular
intervals, found lying on its side
near the old shaft, was evidently
used as a ladder, Richards said.
Essentially, the Richards Mine is

companies can dissolve out with
chemicals and then collect through
a process using mercury.
At last, a yellow grain or two, or
none at all, or many more, will be
visible in the sand at the bottom.
Flakes can be picked out by hand or
with tweezers, and are often put in
a clear plastic or glass vial filled
Inviting The Public
with water. Dust and sand too fine
With so much history behind it,
to be separated by panning can be
the place has been beyond hiding.
saved and later processed using a
Richards and Ruggeri kept finding
special kit.
and evicting other prospectors
Processing equipment is available
during their initial visits, until
at Leisure Lines, among other
finally Richards's wife Betty
places, or through the Keene
suggested capitalizing on the site's
Engineering catalog (9330 Corhin
popularity rather than clamping
Ave., Northridge, Calif. 91324).
down.
Other equipment dealers advertise
Today there is a sign "Richards
in Modern Gold Miner and Treasure
Gold Mine" on the nearby gravel
Hunter, a new bimonthly magaTne
road, and there are trailers onsite
also carried by Stiles, or available
where the Richards and Ruggeri
families prepare for the elementary by subscription for $15 a year (P.O.
Box 47, Happy Camp. Calif. 96039).
school classes, Scout troops, fellow
- The lucky person who discovers
prospectors, rockhounds, and gold can sell it to Vermont mineral
curious tourists.
collectors or some jewelers and will
Pamphlets advertising the
find additional markets, including
opportunity will be distributed all
smelting operations, in the Lold
around the state, Richards said.
Buttons have already been made-up hunters' magazines.
saying "Richards Gold Mine." The
The Friendly Miner
new roadside attraction even has a
- Richards is hoping that the new
motto: "We Dig Gold." business will pass on to hobby
One of the main things visitors
prospectors the same attitude of
will learn is how to pan for gold, a
friendliness and mutual help that
technique that in the beginning can
exists among serious gold miners.
take 15 to 20 minutes per load, but
In the old days, he said, the miners
which can be much faster with
practice. -"Everybody has their own always wore brightly colored
clothing and other eyecatching
technique," Richards said as
• gear, in hope that passers-by would
Ruggeri demonstrated, but there
see them and come to visit and
are certain basics.
- break up-the isolation and
loneliness.
Lots Of Water Needed
After digging near bedrock and
Eventually the Richards Mine will
even chipping out rock to get at the use some of the new \Vestern
clays lodged in cracks, the first step technology for processing bedrock,
is to thoroughly wash all dirt and
such as a huge "trammel" that
sand off the big rocks.
works something like a rock
The second step is to mix rocks
tumbling machine to break up,
and water thoroughly by hand, so
wash, and sluice go!dbearing
even the tiniest flakes of gold dust
material.
can fall to the bottom.
With gold priced at over than $400
The third step is to gradually
an ounce, more people are looking
wash out all but the finest sand.
at old deposits, Richards said. A
That can be done either by swirling U.S. Geological Survey update is in
the gravel and water in a circle or
progress, he said, and companies
rocking the pan from side to side. In tend to follow the geologists.
either case, the front of the pan is
However, big mining companies
held close to a supply of water, and usually want to buy or lease large
is tipped slightly downward so that
tracts of land, and "that may be a
a little bit of material keeps getting problem for them," Richards said.
washed out when the water sloshes
Also, with Vermont's extensive
over the side of the pan.
permit process, "that keeps a lot of
Panning involves steady, gentle
companies down right there."
motions rather than rapid, forceful
In Georgia and North Carolina,
ones. In the end, black magnetite
"the ones that are doing real well
(iron) sand is likely to appear on
are mom and pop kinds of things,"
the bottom - a heavy metal formed Richards said.
at the same time as the gold.
"Vermont has an awful lot to
Indeed, there are traces of gold in
offer," Richards said. "It's a
sonic inagnetite sand, which big
mlner,il rich stale."

a former streambed, whose
previous owners thought the former
main channel was up against a
nearby hill. Actually the old channel
was nearer the river - hence the
prospects, so to speak, that the
partnership envisions.
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Eluslve,Mlnute,BMt It's,Thre

'Verrmoiit Gold: New Gilding Of Its Image
! By, COLIN NIcKERSON.
• BRIbGEWATR .- Lawrence
.Curtis, 74' ot Bridge'ater,has
çsought gold in thd; Streams of
,..(ermont for' nigh oqto half 8
;,entury. ,
'It's ' Dretty 4iusive stuff,
tkat god always trying' to
'I1de from you," he said.' "And
Içoes a pretty fairjdbpf ii"
Curtis a' semf-retired far..
'r, and logger, ClaimS 'not,tó
zcall how muCh gold he's,
pahned in 511 those years.
' 'I've never beeh. one foi"
gires,' he said, adding: '"'or,
m going for, tile' gold has,
a4'ays been what you'd aU a
hO,by. I Wasn't looking for any
pto It gs ihe ,Du jn the ;
'freaW, ,and 'IL, gives the
mosquitos something to do."
•_,If the price of gold continues
its'slcy*aril scramble, there's
liJely to be,goldpan handlers aplenty upto, their knees in
Vrrnont s roaring brooks and
chilly' creeks when the Ice
starts brelqng this spring.
"Gold pr1Ce of over $600 an
ounce can be a rather powerful
incentive," remarked Vermont
state geologist Charles Ratte in
a recent interview.
',There Is gold, to be fOund, in
the G!e
en Mountains.
The precIous element has
been. panned,' sluiced and
"snitted" 'from ' the Ottau1üecheeLRver, Buffalo
BrOokiMi1ster . Brook In
Worceset the White River
Little Rive, the aptly-named
Gold 'Brook 'In StoWe, and
several other streams 'and
riverS in Vermont.
Although tiny' amounts of
goldbéarIng quartz 'have been
discoVerd In the state, most of
Verm6nVs gold is •"placer"
gold depOsited eons ago by Ice
Age glaciers and'usually 'found
only in the gravel of stream
beds.

i4'

• "The quantities found, to
date' have been small," Ratte
Cautioned:
However, as Curtis noted:,
'1When;thegold bug gets ahold
of you Itrjloesn't normally. let
go.... " '••
Curtis "predicted that the
record prices being paid for the
yellow;metal will spark 'a sort
of gold rush in Vermont.
"Oh yes,' people will be
scratchJng all over; they tend
to 'prick their. ears right up
when they think there is money
to,be'had"be said. "I expect
there's going to be a ot.'of
disappointed people.",
.RaUe. said he has recently
received "a lot of , inquiries
from' people interested• in

coming to. Vermont to,pan for 'of 'gold In a single panful of
plc!."
,,.. -'
gravel.'
'Curtis described gold hun- '"But I mean tiny about the
ting as "mostly hard work: you size of.a flake of pepper," WasS
got to go to the old, it doesn't "said."l don't really think there,'
come,to you. Its healthy ex- is enough (gold) inthe state tO
cercise, though, as long as you make It monetarily wordon't fail into the brook."
thwhiie."
LefghTonWáss, a 37-year.old
He added: "With the prices
Barre science teacher, started so high, you can pay for your
panning gold as a hobby pan, and maybe even pap' for
seVeral years ago.
your gas if you Work at it.'
"MOst Of the gold I've found
Lee Garsh, owner of the
I've given away I'm not so „Junction Country 'Store In
sure I'd do that now,' he, 'Bridgewater Corners is one of
laughed.
'''”
the very few who can claim to
Wass said he knows of a actually have made a profit
creek "near". Minister 'Creek money from Vermont gol4.,
in Worcester "where I Can find ,He sells gold pans, rockpicks
flakes every time,! go there."
and",Other' rock-hunting
On one occasion, Wass said, equipment.
Garsh also sells small bottles
he came up with 14 tiny pieces
-

-

,

-

'

'

containing minute quantities of
'gold "guaranteed to be from a
local brook."
,1ot,,thernost part, Garsh
's'aid,. his 'customers 'are
recreatlonarpanners."
'But Garih'lnsisted there "t
least few oldtimers from. the
area" who've panned many
ounces Of gold, and even found
small'nuggets,4rom the creeks
of Piyinoulh and Bridgewater.
Lawrence Curtis, ' however,
'was SkeOtital.
you find people making
'pSnning Vermont gold,
knoW about It," he said.
to preferred to remain
pbuthed 'about his own
e spots for hunting gold.
1 keepmy pan with me
op at different places,"
In general,,though, Curtis
recommended looking for gold
in the same spots in the stream
where you'd angle for' a fal
trout - in the, still water
behind a boulder Or at the
bottom of a pool. The heavy
gold, Carried downstream by
the tOrtents of the spring, tends
to settle in quiet eddies.
Curtis said he was taught to
p : gb
Idi"around 1930!' by an
oldtimer named Frdbt'oIS,t
f:'
Thompson.
"Héd been around bCk In
of "color,"
the days of the gold usj flpthtert aspeck'
minfqg slang for the
Curtis said. '
gold, spied In Buffalo
Although gold can be1O*i1 *i&Itter of
In Plymouth was enough
in every New Englandjt1t ''kcteek
to set off talk of a bonanza Just
(except, 'perhaps, for Bh000
Waiting
Island), Vermont has aiWal's yetmont. to be discovered in
had' a reputation a.the
fld in 1883 a' commèrciai
Eldorado of the northea4"$
V3ration - the Rooks Mining
It 'began it the 1atej,ieOO
Có. .J of Plymouth was
when gold fever raged 1IIgfIIfr burrowIng
after gold,,lg ear.
the nation after the disCOvét'
of the metal in CaliforniS...

GOLD
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